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A pulse delaying optimization scheme based on topology optimization for transient response of photonic crystal structures (PhCs) is formulated to obtain slow-light devices. The optimization process is started from a qualified W1 PhC waveguide design with group index $n_g = 40$ obtained from a simple Edisonian parameter search. Based on this, the proposed pulse delaying and subsequent pulse restoring strategies yield a design that increases the group index by 75% to $n_g = 70 \pm 10\%$ for an operational full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth $\Delta \nu_{\text{FWHM}} = 6\%$, and simultaneously minimizes interface penalty losses between the access ridge and the W1 PhC waveguide. To retain periodicity and symmetry, the active design set is limited to the in-/outlet region and a distributed supercell, and manufacturability is further enhanced by density filtering techniques combined with material phase projections. © 2011 Optical Society of America

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the speed of light is an upper bound for waves conveying matter, energy, or information [1]. However, after the discovery of the slow-light phenomenon as a result of material dispersion, it seems that no lower limit for the group velocity at which light can travel exists [2, 3]. Since then, this promising technology has attracted much attention, as the application prospects are numerous, e.g., in future optical networks and information processing systems. To mention only a few remarkable properties, slow light offers the opportunity for accurate time-domain processing of optical signals, low power consumption in optical switching devices [4], spatial pulse compression [5], optical buffering [6], and enhancement of weak linear as well as nonlinear light–matter interaction processes [7–10]. In the realization of on-chip integration of slow-light devices equipped with these features, photonic crystals (PhCs) show very promising candidacy. This is due to their intrinsic photonic bandgap (PBG) property that inhibits the existence of optical modes at certain frequency bands [11–13]. The PBG facilitates the structural engineering of PhC waveguides (-WG) [14] and microcavities (-MC) [15] that, separately or in combinations, exhibit unique tunable (group-velocity) dispersion characteristics. In contrast to conventional semiconductors, PhCs exploit all-optical processes, thus leaving it as an obvious choice of platform for designing efficient slow-light devices [16–20]. At very low group velocities, however, this advantage is counteracted by losses that scale as the inverse square of the group velocity due to the increased density of the states [21].

Recently, inverse problem techniques have surfaced as competitive design tools to previous Edisonian approaches in the engineering of PhCs [22]. In the present paper, we will employ the methodology behind topology optimization [23] as a means to structurally design devices that slow down the speed of light. The design process is based on a time-domain analysis, and the setup consists of a PhC-WG of finite length with in- and outlet connections to ridge waveguides. The entire structure is surrounded by a perfectly matched layer (PML) as absorbing boundary conditions.

Topology optimization has previously exploited the tunability with which the PhC-WGs and -MCs are naturally born to optimize various PhC devices with large enhancement in optical properties. This comprises frequency-domain optimization of a 90° bend [24], a T-junction [25], and a termination [26]. Other efficient PhC-WG components have also been devised and experimentally verified in [27–30]. Even though the above examples rely on frequency-domain analyses, time-domain optimization is continuously maturing as an attractive approach. The reason hereto is its ability to handle broadband signals by short pulse excitation with a single analysis cycle, and it allows for local permutations at the frequency level. Hence, time-domain optimization facilitates the treatment of active media and nonlinearities that give rise to frequency modulation. Additionally, it can manage time-domain processing of optical signals, such as pulse shaping [31, 32] and pulse delay [33], as well as optimization of PhC notch filters [34]. A comprehensive review on topology optimization of nanophotonic devices is provided in [35].

In comparison to slow-light devices based on material resonant enhancement, e.g., caused by electromagnetically induced transparency [36], the structural engineering counterpart is highly preferred because it accommodates a simpler control of light. The reason hereto is that signals very often in practice propagate in transparent media, i.e., at the operation frequency, far away from any material resonances [37]. However, both approaches are subject to the intrinsic detrimental effect that large time delays are only possible near large changes in the amplitude response (near the band edges of filter pass or stop bands) and are therefore accompanied by severe amplitude distortion. Very recently, topology optimization based on eigenvalue analyses has been used to enhance the slow-light performance of PhC-WGs by engineering/tailoring their dispersion properties [38, 39]. Both approaches include manufacturing constraints, and in particular the latter
2. FORMULATION

The method presented in this paper supports propagation of transverse electric (TE) modes within two-dimensional (2D) optical waveguide structures. The medium residing inside these structures occupies a composite of regions of homogeneous dielectric material in the x–y plane and is invariant in the z direction.

With these assumptions, the behavior is governed by the following scalar-wave equation:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( A \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( A \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial y} \right) - B \frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial z^2} = 0,
\]

where \( H_x \) is the transverse components of the magnetic field, as a function of position \( r = (x, y) \) and time \( t \); \( c \) is the vacuum speed of light; and \( \varepsilon_r(r) \) is the relative permittivity that only varies spatially. The structures are surrounded by PML regions to minimize nonphysical reflection from the boundaries. The formulation in Eq. (1) then needs to be modified to handle the anisotropic, dispersive PML behavior, which can be found in [34]. The formulation can equally be employed for transverse magnetic modes by letting \( \Psi = E_z(r, t), A = 1/\varepsilon_r(r), B = 1 \), and \( B = \varepsilon_r(r) \), where \( E_z \) denotes the out-of-plane electric field component.

Because we consider macroscopic systems containing dielectric material, we utilize that no fundamental length scale exists by introducing \( (x', y') = (x, y)/a \), where \( a \) is the lattice constant or the pitch of the PhC [42]. Based on Eq. (1), this leads to scaled time \( t' = tc/a \) and scaled angular frequency \( \omega' = \omega a/c \). We use the scaled parameters in the remainder of this paper unless otherwise stated, and it is straightforward to switch between these and the nonscaled parameters as soon as \( a \) is known a priori.

To realize the slow-light device, we exploit the unique tunable dispersion properties of a W1 PhC-WG given in Fig. 1, where a single row of holes has been removed. As illustrated, the waveguide has in- and outlet connections to straight ridge waveguides, and the crystal is formed by perforated air holes with radius \( r/a = 0.30 \) in the dielectric material GaAs with \( \varepsilon = 11.4 \). This yields a bandgap in the normalized frequency \( a/\lambda = 0.21 - 0.30 \), where \( \lambda \) denotes the wavelength. We will assume that the pitch of the lattice is \( a = 370 \text{ nm} \).

To seek a numerical solution to Eq. (1), the computational domain, including the PML regions, is divided into bilinear square elements. Then, applying the standard finite-element technique [43] yields the system of ordinary differential equations

\[
\sum_{e=1}^{N} (T^e \ddot{u} + R^e \dot{u} + S^e u + g^e - F^e) = 0,
\]

where \( (\dot{\cdot}) = d/ dt, (\cdot)'' = d^2/ dt^2 \), and \( M \) denotes the number of elements. We integrate Eq. (2) by a dispersion reducing scheme that can be found in [34]. Herein, the expressions for the element-level constituent system matrices \( T^e, R^e, S^e, g^e, \) and \( F^e \) are also derived.

3. CHARACTERIZING AND QUANTIFYING SLOW-LIGHT BEHAVIOR

There are different ways to determine if a (PhC) structure for a given geometry or material distribution exhibits slow-light behavior. A common method is to study the dispersion relation \( \omega(k) \) from which the group velocity can be computed by

\[
v_g \equiv \frac{d\omega}{dk} = \frac{c}{n_g},
\]

where \( k \) is the wavenumber. In the rightmost expression, the dimensionless group index \( n_g \) is introduced as an alternative measure for the slow-light behavior, and we can obtain that by numerical differentiation, once \( \omega(k) \) is known.

We have performed an eigenvalue analysis to obtain the dispersion characteristics for the supercell structure in Fig. 2(a). In conjunction with the dispersion diagram in the left part of Fig. 2(b), the group index versus normalized frequency plot in Fig. 2(c) reveals that inside the bandgap \( a/\lambda = 0.21 - 0.30 \), the waveguide mode exhibits (semi)-slow-light behavior with very little group-velocity dispersion at group velocity \( v_g = c/(40 \pm 10\%) \). The useful bandwidth of the structure (i.e., the range over which the group index remains constant within \( \pm 10\% \)) is \( 40 \lambda_\text{W1H} = 12 \text{ nm} \) centered around the normalized frequency \( a/\lambda = 0.2163 \).

For time-domain simulations, it is not that straightforward to retrieve the dispersion characteristics as they appear in the band diagram [45]. Another reliable way to detect slow-light behavior is to analyze the transmission spectrum, which we
construct by exciting the inlet ridge waveguide with a short pulse. We obtain the transmission spectrum by integrating the frequency-dependent Poynting flux through a vertical line located after the PhC-WG. Because the PhC-WG sample has a PhC mirror mechanism—the PhC-WG and the nonoptimized in- and outlet—it functions as a so-called Fabry–Perot (F–P) cavity. This leads to F–P fringes in the transmitted energy, and the group velocity can be determined by \[ v_g = \frac{c}{2 L_c \Delta \lambda} \] where \( \Delta \lambda \) is the free spectral range between adjacent F–P peaks, and \( L_c \) is the length of the (closed) cavity. Matching the transmission spectrum against the band diagram in Fig. 2(b) indicates an unambiguous correlation between the eigenvalue analysis and our finite-element time-domain data. All the characteristics of the dispersion behavior of the PhC-WG mode are reflected in the transmission spectrum. For example, the cutoff for the guided PBG mode at \( a/\lambda = 0.2136 \), the transmission noise due to folding of the upper even mode at \( a/\lambda = 0.2627 \), and the gradual decrease of the spectral distance (\( \Delta \lambda \)) between the F–P fringes in the frequency range \( a/\lambda = 0.21 - 0.25 \) toward the cutoff [insinuating slow-light behavior—see Eq. (4)] are all distinctively resembled in the transmission spectrum. Further, apart from the energy transmission, Fig. 3 shows the reflected energy recorded at a vertical line in front of the PhC-WG, from which the energy balance is computed. We clearly see that for the wavelength range corresponding to the linear part of the guided dispersion curve, all input energy is transmitted through the PhC-WG, automatically yielding almost-zero reflection. Hence, very little coupling losses between the ridge and the PhC-WG occur. The energy balance is almost conserved here due to high mode confinement in the PhC-WG. Around the bandgap edges, the energy balance is disrupted partly due to poor coupling at the PhC-WG entrance resulting in reflected and surface modes not captured by the vertical line in front of the PhC-WG. The poor mode confinement in the slow-light region can give rise to a lateral mode flow, which is not included in the computed energy flow and therefore further explains why the energy is not preserved.

Where the above techniques require frequency information, the time-of-flight method (see, e.g., [46,47]) relies on time observations of the pulse delay \( \eta \) as it traverses the PhC-WG to compute the group velocity by

\[ \eta \]
where \( L \) is the length of the PhC-WG. For the device in Fig. 1, the time delay \( \eta \) can be determined by recording the probe pulse at a given point in the exit ridge waveguide with and without the PhC-WG. For a precise measure, we extract the envelope of the probe pulses and define the delay as the temporal distance between the envelope peaks. It is important to be sufficiently downstream in the ridge waveguide to avoid potential near-field disturbances from surface modes living along the in-outlet interface.

The definition in Eq. (5) gives us a quantitative measure, namely the delay \( \eta \), which can be adopted in the formulation of a time-domain optimization problem.

4. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

The optimization problem with the setup given in Fig. 1 is based on pulse shaping of the envelope \( r(t) \) of the probe signal \( u(t) \), registered at \( \Omega_B \) in the ridge waveguide. The aim is to distribute air and dielectric material in the design domain \( \Omega_D \), such that the envelope signal obtained at (multiple) registration point(s) is delayed as much as possible while following a prescribed envelope, obtained from the same input signals propagating in a straight ridge waveguide. The pulse conforming measure is defined as [33]

\[
J = \frac{\int_0^T \sum_{i \in \Omega_B} |r_i(t) - ap_i(t-\eta)|^2 dt}{\int_0^T \sum_{i \in \Omega_B} ap_i(t)^2 dt},
\]

where \( r_i(t) \) denotes the envelope of the probe signal \( u_i(t) \) registered at the \( i \)th point in \( \Omega_B \); \( p_i(t) \) is the prescribed envelope function delayed \( \eta \) and scaled by \( a \), and \( T \) is the termination time of the transient simulation. To render a physically interpretable measure, we have normalized with respect to the prescribed pulse envelope area(s). The envelope of the probe signal \( u_i(t) \) is retrieved by utilizing the Hilbert transform [33].

For the design parametrization, each element in the design domain \( \Omega_D \) is linked to one (density) variable \( \rho_e \) that varies continuously between 0 ≤ \( \rho_e \) ≤ 1. By adopting a similar concept to that of the solid isotropic material with a penalization scheme, the design variable serves to interpolate the inverse permittivity linearly between two candidate materials [23,48]

\[
\varepsilon^{-1}_r(\rho_e) = (1-\rho_e)\varepsilon_r(\varepsilon_r) + \rho_e(\varepsilon_r^{\infty})^{-1},
\]

where \( \varepsilon_r \) and \( \varepsilon_r^{\infty} \) designate air and dielectric material, respectively. All design variables are assembled into the global design vector \( \rho = (\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_M)^T \). The continuous design parametrization in Eq. (7) enables the use of gradient-based optimization algorithm of the globally convergent method of moving asymptotes [49] to find optimized designs.

To formulate a pulse-delaying strategy, we introduce \( \eta' = \eta/s \) as a design variable with \( s \) denoting a scaling factor. The shape of the pulse is controlled by treating the design response measure in Eq. (6) as a constraint. The objective is to maximize the delay, which we formulate as

\[
\min_{\rho \in \mathbb{R}^M, \eta' \in \mathbb{R}} -\eta'
\]

s.t.: governing Eq. (2)

\[
g(\rho, \eta') = f(\rho, \eta')/g^* - 1 \leq 0
\]

0 ≤ \( \rho_e \) ≤ 1, \hspace{1em} e ∈ \( \Omega_D \)

0 ≤ \( \eta' \) ≤ \( \eta_{\text{max}} \).

where 0 < \( g^* \) ≤ 1 has been introduced to allow for broadening and distortion of the delayed pulse in Fig. 4 after traversing the PhC-WG. The maximum allowable distortion is obtained for \( g^* = 1 \) (i.e., the initial pulse shape has been completely destroyed) and is gradually diminished when \( g^* \to 0 \) (i.e., the output pulse shape is perfect). The gradients of \( g \) with respect to the structurally related design variables are found through the adjoint sensitivity analysis method [33,34,50]. The sensitivity of \( g \) with respect to the temporally related design variable \( \eta' \) is given by

\[
\frac{\partial g}{\partial \eta'} = \frac{\int_0^T \sum_{i \in \Omega_B} -2[r_i(t) - ap_i(t-\eta')]^2 dt}{\int_0^T \sum_{i \in \Omega_B} ap_i(t)^2 dt},
\]

where the change of variable \( \Pi = t - s\eta' \) yields \( \partial p_i/\partial \Pi = -s\partial p_i/\partial \Pi \), which we approximate by finite differences. It is important to stress that the delay variable \( \eta = s\eta' \) is several orders of magnitudes larger compared to the structurally related design variables that vary between 0 and 1. Hence, the sensitivity expression in Eq. (9) has to be scaled adequately through \( s \) in order to gain a well-posed optimization problem. A strategy for choosing the scaling parameter is 0 ≤ \( \eta/s \) ≤ 3, yielding \( \eta_{\text{max}} = 3 \).

Once a material distribution is obtained for a maximum delay and a given allowable distortion \( g^* \) and \( \alpha \), we will start from the resulting design and use the pulse-shaping response function in Eq. (6) as the objective, now with a fixed \( \eta \), to minimize the pulse distortion. The optimization problem is now formulated as

\[
\min_{\rho \in \mathbb{R}^M} f(\rho, \eta')
\]

s.t.: governing Eq. (2)

\[
0 \leq \rho_e \leq 1, \hspace{1em} e \in \Omega_D.
\]

Fig. 4. Pulse delay strategy for pulses with a group delay 0 and \( \eta \). The parameter \( \eta \) is introduced as a design variable. The \( g^* \) parameter controls the temporal spreading of the output pulse envelope. The \( \alpha \) parameter mainly specifies the transmitted energy, i.e., the amplitude decrease.
Hence, the optimization is completed in two consecutive steps: (i) a pulse delay step [see Eq. (8)] followed by (ii) a pulse restoring step [see Eq. (10)]. The pulse-shaping constraint in the delay formulation is applied in a single point in the ridge waveguide center sufficiently downstream to allow for larger pulse delays. To achieve perfect transmission for the output signal in the subsequent restoring step, we apply the pulse-shaping objective in multiple points along a vertical line, such that the ridge waveguide mode profile will be inherited automatically in the registered output signal.

5. MAXIMIZING THE DELAY

We excite the ridge waveguide by an incident plane-wave Gaussian pulse with a 1/e-intensity half-width $T_0$ centered around $t_0$

$$\Psi^{inc}(x, t) = \Psi(y) \sin(kx - \omega_c(t - t_0))e^{-(y - y_0)^2 / \sigma^2}.$$  

(11)

where $\Psi(y)$ is the amplitude profile analytically known for ridge waveguides and $k = \omega_c / v_p$ is the wavenumber with $\omega_c$ denoting the center angular frequency. Further, $v_p = c/n$ is the phase velocity with $n = \sqrt{\varepsilon_k \varepsilon_r}$ designating the refractive index. By utilizing the inverse Fourier transform, the conversion from the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidth $B_{\text{FWHM}}$ to the Gaussian 1/e width is obtained by

$$T_0 = \frac{\sqrt{4 \ln 2}}{\pi B_{\text{FWHM}}}.$$  

(12)

For a specified bandwidth $B_{\text{FWHM}}$, the optimization formulation in Eq. (8) can successfully be deployed to obtain a device, exhibiting slow-light behavior by exciting the structure with the incident wave in Eq. (11) in which $T_0$ is determined by Eq. (12). To give the optimization problem design freedom and opportunity for a significant slowdown effect, we choose an operational FWHM bandwidth $B_{\text{FWHM}} = 6 \text{ nm}$, and the driving frequency is $\omega_c a / 2 \pi c = 0.2163$.

To retain a certain periodicity and symmetry of the final design, we only allow for design freedom in the $x$-mirrored part of the in-/outlet region $\Omega_0$ as well as in the $x$-$y$ mirrored part of the supercell $\Omega_{SC}$, distributed periodically downstream over the lattice distance $17a$ in the design domain $\Omega_D$ (see the symmetry details in Fig. 5). Even though the actual design update is carried out only in a small part of the design domain, we still need to compute the sensitivities in the entire design domain, and we subsequently map and sum those properly for the “active” design variables. In Fig. 1, the active design set $\Omega_0 \cup \Omega_{SC}$ is highlighted in relation to the entire design domain $\Omega_D$. It should be combined with Fig. 5 to clarify the symmetry conditions.

The geometrical restrictions will reduce the optimization design space whereby potentially well-performing designs are disregarded because nothing dictates that a symmetric and periodic structure should be the best performing. However, by limiting the optimization to the in-/outlet region and the supercell, we can directly determine the dispersion characteristics of the resulting structure by a simple eigenvalue analysis of the supercell. The periodicity also enhances manufacturability, that is further boosted by standard density filtering of the design variables with filter radius $R = 2.5 \Delta x$, combined with material phase projection [51]. Even though the applied projection function does not preserve the minimum structural length scale for some settings [39], it results in well-defined designs; see Figs. 6(b)–6(d) and 8(c). It should be emphasized that whenever an optimized design is presented, we only illustrate the in-/outlet region in conjunction with the supercell structure.

The first part of the optimization has been dedicated to investigate the design as well as the time delay response to three different values for the relaxation parameter $g^* = 0.001, 0.005,$ and $0.05$ and $a = 1$ of the prescribed pulse envelope area in the pulse-shaping constraint. The designs and time delays appear in Fig. 6. For the lowest relaxation factor $g^* = 0.001$, the pulse is delayed 1.5 ps which doubles to 3 ps for $g^* = 0.05$. However, the price for the largest delay is a considerable broadening of the pulse and amplitude distortion, which corresponds to an unfavorable reduction of the useful bandwidth of the device. In practice, heavy distortion implies that some of the information carried by the pulse has been lost, and
for signal processing devices, it is important to preserve the pulse shape to a certain degree. Further, the peak intensity reduction of a pulse makes it less effective for driving nonlinear effects.

Based on an eigenvalue analysis of the optimized supercell structures the group index versus normalized frequency plot in Fig. 7 confirms that the maximized delays give rise to increased group indices. However, the bandwidth in which the optimized devices can be considered useful for slow-light purposes is simultaneously decreased. The enhanced time delays induce very strong wavelength dependence of the group index. In particular, we see that the “flat-band” region for the initial guess evolves into an S-shaped kink whose center is moving toward the northwest, causing bandwidth shrinkage. For the largest relaxation value, the average group index is $n_g = 160$, for which, however, the 10% criterion is not satisfied. This points to the fact that a bandwidth extension is only obtained at the cost of the group index. Frankly, this detrimental effect is inherently associated to slow-light systems, leaving the designer of such systems with a difficult task.

All the optimized designs have reached convergence within 300 optimization iterations. In addition to changing the supercell layout, the geometry of the in-/outlet region has been altered to lower the interface penalty losses, when coupling the access waveguide mode into the PhC-WG. For real applications, it is important to terminate the PhC properly, because coupling losses, together with backscattering losses, as a result of fabrication disorders, will degrade the functionality of the slow-light device. Intriguingly, a comparison of the optimized supercell structures in Figs. 6(a)–6(c) and the initial supercell layout in Fig. 2(a) reveals that the optimization has reduced the size of the air inclusions. We consider this a logical action in order to reduce backscattering losses as they originate from the overlap of the optical modes and the hole surfaces [44].

![Fig. 7. Group index versus normalized frequency. (a) Optimized design obtained from the delay formulation in Eq. (8) for three different values for the pulse relaxation: $g^* = 0.001$, 0.005, and 0.05. (b) A comparison between the pulse delayed design for $g^* = 0.001$ and the pulse delayed-shaped design.](image1)

![Fig. 8. (Color online) Pulse-delayed-shaped slow-light design. (a) Intensity response of the initial envelope, peaking at $t = 0$ ps, and the optimized envelope peaking at $t = 1.5$ ps with and without pulse shaping. (b) Band diagram for the optimized supercell structure and the transmission spectrum for the structure of finite length without optimized in-/outlets. The dashed line is the light line, and the solid and dashed dispersion curves represent the even and odd modes, respectively. The inset magnifies the anticrossing curves in the square with $\alpha$ and $\beta$ indicating the fundamental and higher order modes, respectively. (c) The optimized in-/outlet region (left) and supercell (right).](image2)
6. RESTORING THE RIDGE WAVEGUIDE PULSE SHAPE

In Fig. 7(b) it is seen that even for the lowest relaxation factor $g^* = 0.001$, we obtain a supercell design with a group index variation around $n_g = 70$ that is not confined to the allowable $\pm 10\%$ band for the specified 6 nm bandwidth. To tweak this unsatisfied behavior, we have executed the pulse restoring step with the design in Fig. 6(a) as the initial design and the maximized delay as the fixed time delay in the pulse-shaping objective. Whereas the delay formulation typically reaches convergence within 300 optimization iterations (it naturally depends on the relaxation parameters), the pulse shape formulation has required 1710 iterations for converging to the design in Fig. 8(b). We believe the reason for this rather high number of iterations lies in the fact that the optimization has two concerns; while modification of the supercell structure will result in a change of the waveguide mode, the in-/outlet design needs to be simultaneously adjusted to eliminate coupling losses. To meet and balance both regards, the optimization will then progress in small increments.

As it appears in Fig. 7(b), the optimized design yields a group index variation that satisfies the $\pm 10\%$ criterion. It is obvious to pose the question why the pulse-shaping optimization strategy does not result in a completely flat-band region. One explanation could be that the optimization has ended up in a local minimum or that a flat-band region is not physically obtainable. We should also remember that as designers, we are competing against the intrinsic dispersion property of the PhC-WG, that the group index can only be increased at the cost of the operational bandwidth. It is also noted in Fig. 7(b) that the group index versus normalized frequency curve is shifted slightly toward lower frequencies compared to the start design. Based on a comparison of the supercell designs in Figs. 2(a) and 8(c) showing that the amount of dielectric material has increased moderately, the horizontal shift of the group index curve is expected, because the frequency of the guided mode scales by $1/\sqrt{\varepsilon}$ in a medium of dielectric constant $\varepsilon$ [39].

The transmission, reflection, and energy balance spectrum for the finite waveguide structure assembled from the supercell design in Fig. 8(c) without the optimized in-/outlet region is presented in Fig. 9. It shows clearly defined F–P fringes with decreased spacing toward the cutoff at $a/\lambda = 0.2153$ in the slow-light wavelength region. Here (i.e., near the band edge), the wavelength spacing is measured to $\Delta \lambda = 3$ nm, and for an effective F–P cavity length $L_c = 19a$ this yields $n_g = c/70$. The spectrum also contains a dip at $\lambda = 1351$ nm ($a/\lambda = 0.2739$) with zero transmission and complete reflection. This spectral behavior is caused by anticrossing of a forward-propagating fundamental mode and a backward-propagating higher order mode pulled down from the air band, giving rise to a mini stop-band [32]; see Fig. 8(b). These modes live in the upper (lower) part of the design domain due to the increase of dielectric material here.

If we include the optimized in-/outlet design, Fig. 10 shows that almost-perfect transmission, i.e., $|T|^2 = 0.98$, and almost zero reflection are achieved in the wavelength range $\lambda_{FWHM} = 1710 \pm 3$ nm specified by the source. This indicates that no penalty losses are present at the interface due to a mode mismatch, and the associated $H_z$ field pattern in Fig. 11(a) for the dominant source wavelength also confirms perfect transmission compared to the poorly performing start design with a field pattern given in Fig. 11(b).

The use of a 2D PhC of infinite height in this paper omits the potential influence of the out-of-plane energy losses. However, in the case of slow-light devices, based upon a
With these settings, the pulse delaying optimization step with very low GVD. Moreover, the subsequent pulse restoring step fixes this issue, and the resulting pulse shape is very close to the equivalent one monitored in a straight ridge waveguide.

The energy flow inside the structures of finite length and an eigenvalue analysis of the supercell confirm that the initial as well as the optimized structures hold the expected slow-light properties.
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